
TIPS FOR VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS

 

For more information on preventing sports injuries or to schedule an 
appointment, contact a Franciscan Health sports medicine physician at

(317) 781-1133.

WORK ON CORRECT LANDING 
TECHNIQUES FOR HITTING AND 
BLOCKING

  Focus on a soft landing
  Line up knees with toes
  Avoid landing with straight knees or knees

buckled inward
  Incorporate agility drills to work on quick feet

forward/backward and side-to-side

  Practice jumping using the following plyometric

techniques to work on your landing

WARMUP WITH DYNAMIC STRETCHES 
BEFORE PRACTICES AND GAMES

 Butt-Kicks 
 Hackey-Sack 
 High Knees

 

 Inchworm 
 One-Leg Bird 
 Side Lunge 
 Toy Soldier Forward/Backward  

  Walking Lunges

Plyometrics:
   Squat Jump (30 seconds): Begin in squat position with chest/head up and back straight. Reach hands to

the outside of heels, then jump up reaching as high as possible. Return to squat position upon landing, 
then repeat. Mistakes to correct include: knees over toes and knee going inward.

   Leg Swings (10 times each leg): Using a wall/chair for support, swing one leg forward/backward. Switch
to the other leg. Next, swing your leg side to side 10 times. Switch to the other leg.

   180 Degree Jump (30 seconds): Starting from an upright neutral stance, jump straight up into the air
and make a 180-degree turn before landing. Reverse direction, then repeat. Mistakes to correct 
include: over-rotating, body not turning as a unit, loud landing, straight-leg landing and jumping in 
the same  direction. 

   Scissor Jump (30 seconds): Start in a deep lunge position with front knee directly over ankle. Alternate
legs by pushing off the front leg and landing with opposite leg bent in front. Mistakes to correct 
include: landing with wobbly knees or knee past toe, switching legs without power or height and 
landing straight-legged. 

   Barrier Hop Side to Side (15 seconds per leg): Using a 6-to-8 inch barrier (cone), perform a single leg
hop side to side over the barrier. Start with a double leg jump if the single leg jump is too difficult. 
Mistakes to correct include: landing with stiff/straight knees or wobbly knees/ankles.


